
This pattern has been designed by Alice Tarry for Knitcraft by Hobbycraft.
This pattern is for personal use only, not to be resold. or reproduced.

Part 2
Fields of Gold 

Puff st: (Yrh, insert into st/sp pull up a loop the height of a tr) 4 times (9 loops on hook),
yrh pull through 8 loops, yrh, pull through 2 loops. (See photos)
Bptr: back post treble crochet; work a treble around the post of the st instead of into the
top as follows; yrh, insert hook from the back, around the post and back to the back, yrh
pull up a loop (3 loops on hook), (yrh, pull through two loops) twice.
Fptr: front post treble crochet; work a treble around the post of the st instead of into the
top as follows; yrh, insert hook from the front, around the post and back to the front, yrh
pull up a loop (3 loops on hook), (yrh, pull through two loops) twice.
Standing dc: make a slip knot on your hook, insert hook into st, yrh pull up a loop, yrh
pull though both loops.

Special Stitches



Row 30: (WS), Attach yarn A (Honey) in first st, ch 4 (counts as tr, ch 1), skip 1 st, *puff st
in next st, ch 1, skip 1 st*, repeat from *to* until 1 st remain, tr in final st. (99 puff sts)
Row 31: Turn (RS), with yarn A; ch 4 (counts as tr, ch 1) *puff st in ch1sp, ch 1, skip puff
st*, repeat from *to* until final puff st (no puff st in final chsp), ch 1, tr in 3rd ch of final
st, changing colour to yarn G (Cream) on final yrh of final st. (99 puff sts)
Row 32: Turn (WS), with yarn G; ch 3 (counts as tr) *tr in ch1sp, tr in puff st*, repeat from
*to* until final puff st; tr in final puff st, tr in ch1sp, tr in 3rd ch of final st. (201 tr)
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Carry yarn C across the back of your work after the first st has been made in this colour; (I
worked over mine, enclosing it at the base of each tr similar to working over a yarn tail) 
Row 33: Turn (RS), with yarn G; ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each of next 11 sts changing
colour to yarn C (Mustard) on final yrh,*with yarn C; tr in next st, changing colour back
to yarn G in final yrh, with yarn G; tr in each of next 7 sts changing colour to yarn C on
final yrh*, repeat from *to* until 13 sts remain, with yarn C; tr in next st, changing
colour to yarn G (Cream) on final yrh, tr in each of last 12sts, do not carry yarn C beyond
the final tr. (201 tr - 23 in Mustard)
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Row 34: Turn (WS), with yarn G; repeat row 33, but keep your yarn tails on this side of
your work (the back) for this row; I let the yarn float across the back as I like to work over
my tails on the RS rows as I find this makes them less visible between stitches. (201 tr; 23
in mustard)
Top tip - For the next row you may find it beneficial to place a stitch marker below the 6th,
12th and 18th mustard trs; these will be the three poppies and are worked differently to the
wheat stalks.
Row 35: Turn (RS) with yarn G (Cream); ch 3 (counts as a tr), tr in each of next 10 sts,
changing to yarn C (Mustard) on final yrh *skip 1 st, in next mustard st work: (puff st, ch1,
puff st changing to yarn G on final yrh of puff st) skip 1 st, with yarn G; tr in each of next
5 sts changing to yarn C on final yrh* repeat from *to* 4 more times but do not change
yarn colour after the 4th repeat.
You should now have 5 sets of puffs.
With yarn G; tr in next st changing to yarn C on final yrh, tr in next st changing back to
yarn G on final yrh, tr in each of next 6 sts, changing to yarn C on final yrh, **. Now
repeat from *to** twice more.
The row so far should contain in Mustard; 5 pairs of puff sts, 1 tr, 5 pairs of puff sts, 1 tr,
5 pairs of puff sts, 1 tr.
Now continue as follows; ***skip 1 st, with yarn C; in next st work (puff st, ch 1, puff st,
changing to yarn G on final yrh) skip 1 st, with yarn G; tr in each of next 5 sts, changing to
yarn C on final yrh*** repeat from ***to*** 4 more times, but do not change colour on
final repeat, with yarn G; tr in final 6 sts. (20 pairs of puff sts, 138 Cream tr, 3 Mustard
trs)

Row 36: Turn (WS), with yarn G (cream); ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each of next 10 sts
changing to yarn C (Mustard) on final yrh, *in ch1sp between puff sts work: (puff st, ch 1,
puff st; changing to yarn G on final yrh) tr in each of next 5 sts, changing to yarn C on
final yrh* repeat from *to* 4 more times but do not change colour after the 4th repeat,
tr in next st, changing to yarn C on final yrh, tr in next st changing to yarn G on final yrh,
tr in each of next 6 sts changing to yarn C on final yrh.** Repeat from *to** twice more,
then repeat from *to* 5 more times, but do not change colour on final yrh, with yarn G
tr in each of the last 6 sts. (20 pairs of puff sts, 138 cream trs, 3 mustard trs)
Row 37: Turn (RS), repeat row 36 keeping yarns at the back. (20 pairs of puff sts, 138
Cream trs, 3 Mustard trs)
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Row 38: Turn (WS), with yarn G (Cream); ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each of next 10 sts, *bptr
around puff st changing colour to yarn C (Mustard) on final yrh, with yarn C; puff st in
ch-sp between puff sts changing colour back to yarn G on final yrh, bptr around puff st,
tr in each of next 5 sts*, repeat from * 4 more times, tr in next st changing colour to
yarn C on final yrh, tr in tr changing colour back to yarn G on final yrh, tr in each of next
6 sts.** Now repeat from first * to ** twice more. Repeat from *to* once more, tr in
final 6 sts. Fasten off yarn C. (201 sts; 20 Mustard puff sts, 3 Mustard tr, 138 Cream tr, 40
Cream bptr)

Row 39: Turn (RS), with yarn G (Cream); ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each of next 11 sts, *(fptr
around puff st, tr in each of next 7 sts) 5 times, tr in each of next 8 sts,* repeat from *to*
3 more times, omitting 3 sts on last rep working last tr in 3rd ch of final st. (201 sts)
Row 40: Turn (WS), with yarn G; ch 3 (counts as tr) tr in each st to end. Fasten off. (201 tr)
Now repeat rows 30 - 40 on the opposite edge of your blanket.

Join us over on the 
Hobbycraft YouTube channel, where
we will show you how to make this
beautiful blanket!

New videos release weekly,
alongside each release of the
Pattern PDF. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQ-h11GDs8SSL0Q8V95kbZIMytUVWUtJp&si=pwIURm2td0b2XNBC
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Poppy seed head (make four)
With yarn C (Mustard); make magic ring, ch 3 (counts as tr), 11 tr into ring, ss join to top
of beg ch 3. (12 tr)
Continue with yarn C; (ch 4, ss into same st, ch 4, ss into next st) twice, ch 4, ss into same
st, fasten off leaving a long tail to sew to your blanket.
With yarn F (Brown) and a tapestry needle, embroider lines from the top centre of the
seed head into the middle of each ch loop (see photos)

Appliqués

Poppy (make two)
With yarn F (Brown); make a magic ring, ch 3 (counts as tr), 11 tr into ring, ss to top of beg
ch 3, fasten off. (12 tr)
Rnd 2: with yarn D (Red); attach in any st with standing dc, *(htr, 2 tr) in next st, (2 tr, htr)
in next st, dc in next st*, rep from * to * twice more, (htr, 2 tr) in next st, (2 tr, htr) in next
st, ss to first dc made. (28 sts; 4 petals) Fasten off leaving a long tail to sew to your
blanket.


